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We are making good process 
hacking the Kone LCECPU.  We 
are not yet ready to publish 
everything we know just yet, but 
watch this space for more updates.
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Pink Horsey and unicorn guy were inside the car park. The roof level had a massive crack 
on it from where the train was delivered last month. They bought some of the pink paint that 
they got from B&Q last time and painted the whole car park bright pink. Grey horsey and mr 
snail weren’t happy but they kept quiet about it as unicorn guy would kick them out, and 
they would have to live somewhere else. 

Pink Horsey and Unicorn Guy suddenly had a massive idea.  
They had been watching youtube and had come across some 
very inspirational channels.  They had never thought of it 
before but after seeing it on youtube they could not believe 
that they had never heard of this before…. TOILET 
PHOTOGRAPHY!

The amazing toilet content on youtube had inspired them to 
start filming toilets, so they got in their bus and drove straight 
to the public toilets in the center of town, the ones famous for 
having dodgy looking guys hanging around them.

Unicorn Guy entered the toilet block and got his 
camera out and started filming.  He entered the 
first cubicle and looked on in amazement when 
he saw the toilet was an Armitage Shanks!  He 
filmed flushing the toilet and then went to the next 
cubicle which had an amazing smell coming out 
of it.  He looked at the toilet which was 
overflowing with poo which trickling onto the floor.  
He held his camera right up close to the toilet to 
get a good look at it.  Pink Horsey then barged 
into the cubicle and knocked Unicorn Guy over.  
Unicorn Guy’s face landed right into the poo filled 
toilet.  He pulled his face out gasping for air, and 
as he breathed in he got a mouth full of it.  The 
smell was unreal.  Unicorn Guy felt sick and he 
puked into a bucket.  The sight of Unicorn Guy’s 
face covered in other people's poo made Pink 
Horsey throw up as well.
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This lock was dancing on the door because it 
was lose. After that it danced side to side which 
looked unusual. 

Here is a look up some standard lift shaft in a 
random building. I found this in my files on my 
computer. Blue snowball robot drone said that in 
his opinion the lift shaft looks boring but would 
like to go in it and have a quick ride. He does not 
really like it in lift shafts because he has never 
been in one and is quite scared.

Well he malfunctioned the other day and killed the cat. We had to reprogram him so he 
would not go attacking cats. Then he killed a fly but we did not care until we got home and 
saw the kitchen full of dead flies to the roof. He was reprogrammed again but he was not 
reprogrammed to prevent him from killing flies. We made him dump the dead flies in next 
doors garden. He then started taking flower petals from someone's house. He broke into 
there house smashing a hole in the brickwall and took all the flower petals and piled them 
on a tramway. He got angry when they all blew off the tramway so he went and shot the 
police mister with a clock face from a grandfather clock he found at the city centre tesco 
express. After that He found beno’s car so he shat in the fuel inlet and went home to laser 
the burgles 
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Milo t.k’s page
Hello i'm milo t.k and im into 
Lifts,trains and buses.
I am currently building a model layout 
named EcoCube Central.
Here's the fleet below
v

Class 101

Class 92 GNER & Intercity
JR E531 Series
Modded 1992 stock
This picture was taken on the 
EcoCube viaduct farewell before i 
got the class 102
R.I.P EcoCube Viaduct 2017-2018

I also like photo editing and 
i based my character on 
the top off benos format 
and will add to it in the 
future

This is my layout 
currently and i have 
started the roads and 
station.
Next update will come 
soon in the next 
magazine

What i like to do so i like to urbex and travel and 
make my layout and talk to ben and jordan and 
other people in the beface chat
What i hate is my lift as it stinks.

A new character 
has appeared

Here is my character trainsurfing at 
75mh on top a Class 455/8 in broad 
daylight and listening to music

Moocow Trains



Urbex is great! Weather its rooftopping, abandoned buildings, service areas, it’s 
great being somewhere your not supposed to be. (that's the whole point of it 
because it is not made for people to go there so there are things there that are only 
for vip’s wich urbex makes u a vip!) Birmingham, my home town, is great for urbex 
(well in my opinion) For urbex it is split into 3 parts.
1. Digbeth: This area has old abandoned buildings 80% is abandoned (not 

accurate however if u go u will agree with me) The buildings are easy to get 
into, have history and are fun af.

2. Snow hill: Snow hill has loads of tall rooftops and cranes for people to climb 
on. This place is very empty and you probably won't get caught except from 
all the rich security that will attack u then threaten to phone the police.

3. Bull Street: This isn't necessarily urbex however its a good place to visit if you 
want to get lunch. It has a great view of ikea and a old grotty car park 
however it still is a nice place to sit in the sun. Some of the tasty places to eat 
are: Mcdonald's, Big johns, ikea cafe (mmmm horse meat), some cafes, some 
small off brand companies that sell baguettes and much much more.

Birmingham is a great place to edit if u are into urbex it is completely set up for you 
one area if full of this and another is full of this (oh yeah i forgot it has some nice 
trains there if ur into that 88 class, 172 class, 168 class are some of the trains u will 
get) 
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Clygro’s Page

Eleco 1960s/70s lamps post

Original Condition Lamp Posts

CU Ware Uk 1970s 
concrete lamp post

Modern lamp posts

2003 
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Marcodudes page of 

Randomness

Hello everyone! My name is Marc and I absolutely love lifts! Here is a story about a farmer 
who ate his cows poo!! There once was a farmer who had a lot of cows. One day one of his 
cows had diarrhea. So he decided to see what it tasted like!! He picked some up and shoved 
it all in his mouth “mmmmmmmmm” he said. “This tastes like chocolate!!” Then everyday 
when his cows had to take a poo he sat under them and let them poo in his mouth. And that's 
how the moo cow diarrhea tasting club came about!! Yyyaaaaaaayyyyyyyyy yum yum yum 
yum yummy yum yummy yum yum yum yyyuummmmmmm!!!

bye bye!! Thank you for reading my segment on this page.

Morgan's underground 

lift: with a life of its 

own
This is Morgan's lift story about a lift in an abandoned MOD bunker:
There is this old unused MOD bomb store in a welsh town called llandberis. 
There is 4 lifts two are flooded and two half flooded nobody knows what company 
made them or where they come from apparently if you go in the bunker and enter 
the lift it will plummet into the water and flood with you inside drowning you in a 
watery coffin. 
This story is still a myth because everybody who goes to check it out never 
returns….
This was Morgan's demented lift story now for some randomized modernized shit 
GENERIC
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This month I have been to 
Budapest.  The transport in 
Budapest is very interesting.  
There is so many old trains 
and buses to go on.  There 
is a very awesome 
trolleybus network which 
has some very old 
trolleybuses.

There was so much 
transport to see.  
Everywhere you look 
there is something else 
to see.
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The suburban lines are very 
interesting.  The trains are 
very old and they don’t even 
go into the center of town.

The trains have an old DC 
sound to them.  You can 
hear the relays loud and 
clear on the DC resistor 
starter.

While 3 of the lines connect up 
with other transport into the 
center of Budapest, one of the 
lines doesn’t.  It starts in the 
middle of nowhere and finishes 
in the middle of nowhere. 
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The Budapest cogwheel 
railway is a very interesting 
rack and pinion railway going 
up a hill in Budapest.

The trains are very old 
and the railway is very 
unusual.  The trains are 
fairly slow but the route is 
interesting.

The route is used 
by a lot of 
mountain bikers.  
They use the 
trains to get up the 
hill then they cycle 
down it offroad.
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This month I also went to 
Nuremberg which was 
very interesting.

The S bahn trains are 
quite nice.  They are very 
modern.

The old trains on the U 
bahn are quite nice.

Nuremberg has a fair 
amount of different 
transport to see.
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The new part of the U bahn is 
very epic.  Some of the trains 
have a drivers cab but some 
don’t.  All of the trains are fully 
automatic.

The fact that some trains have a 
cab suggests that they had drivers 
at some point, but they didn’t bother 
putting cabs on the later trains as 
they had fully automated the line by 
then.

One station has some very 
awesome light effects that turn on 
as the trains arrive and depart.

There is something very fun about a 
fully automated metro system.
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Germany is full of vigilantes.  
The way into this abandoned 
building is very visible and it 
seems everyone is on the 
lookout for people going into 
abandoned buildings here.

But we managed to get in.

One of the lifts had a bolt on each 
floor so that the offices can lock 
their floor when they are not open.  
This is very weird but I guess this 
method will stop people surfing the 
lifts into the offices when they 
were shut.
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The lifts are old but sadly the 
logic had been replaced on 
many of the lifts.

The power in the building 
was off, but despite this a 
lot of the lights still work.  
We could not work out the 
electrics in this place.

The ladder into the motor room was 
very dodgy.

This building is very big and there 
is lots to be seen.
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Some of the rooms in this building 
are in a bad state while other 
rooms are in perfect condition.

The building had 6 lifts, but one of 
the lifts had disappeared.  We could 
not find the lift despite seeing the 
motor for it in the motor room.

One floor is full of mould and 
was in a very bad state.

Not many people have been in this 
building which is good as it is not 
completely trashed like most 
abandoned buildings.
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THE END


